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limited sensing range.[2a] Therefore, textile-based flexible pressure sensors, which
can be readily incorporated into a garment
without much sacrifice of its softness,
design versatility, or convenience, are ideal
for E-textiles.
Recently, intensive endeavors have been
devoted to developing flexible pressuresensitive devices. A number of “skinlike” sensors[6] (e.g., electronic skins)
have been realized by utilizing capacitive,[7] piezoelectric,[8] resistive,[9] or triboelectric[10] effects. These pressure sensors
based on ultrathin inorganic silicon,[11]
pressure-sensitive rubber,[12] organic semiconductors,[13] conducting polymers,[7a]
ionic gels,[14] or self-powered systems[15]
have been reported with high sensitivity and excellent flexi
bility. However, either the fabrication process of these devices
could be laborious, or their flat plastic or polymer substrates,
such as poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), polyimide (PI),
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), rubber, and paper,[16] are still
inappropriate for smart textiles.
Textiles are ideal vehicles for the design of flexible pressure sensors, especially for wearable electronics with detection purposes of healthcare and human activities, since textile
are hygroscopic, soft, breathable, and comfortable to human
skin.[17] Considering the wavy surface of the textile, above-mentioned materials choices and processing techniques are typically
unapplicable. Recently, resistive textile-based pressure sensors
have been reported with the aid of various nanomaterials, such
as fiber-shaped carbon nanotubes (CNT),[2b,18] graphene,[19] graphene/polymer nanocomposites,[20] carbonized silk fabrics,[21]
electrospun nanofibers,[6a,22] and common cloth coated with
carbonaceous materials.[7b,16b,23] Despite this progress, a wholetextile-based pressure sensor is still required. In addition, largearea textile-based pressure-sensor arrays able to map pressure
distributions are seldom reported by far.
Here, we demonstrate a facile and novel approach for fabricating all-textile-based pressure sensors and large-area sensor
arrays. The resistive textile sensor unit is composed of a bottom
interdigitated textile electrode and a top bridge of CNT-coated
cotton fabric. The interdigitated conductive electrodes on
common textile (polyester, nylon, etc.) were fabricated by laserscribing masking and electroless deposition of conformal Ni
coatings. The resulting sensor on textile substrate exhibited
high sensitivity (14.4 kPa−1 for pressure below 3.5 kPa, 7.8 kPa−1
for pressure range of 3.5–15 kPa), stable cycling performances

Wearable pressure sensors, which can perceive and respond to environmental
stimuli, are essential components of smart textiles. Here, large-area all-textile-based pressure-sensor arrays are successfully realized on common fabric
substrates. The textile sensor unit achieves high sensitivity (14.4 kPa−1),
low detection limit (2 Pa), fast response (≈24 ms), low power consumption
(<6 µW), and mechanical stability under harsh deformations. Thanks to these
merits, the textile sensor is demonstrated to be able to recognize finger movement, hand gestures, acoustic vibrations, and real-time pulse wave. Further
more, large-area sensor arrays are successfully fabricated on one textile
substrate to spatially map tactile stimuli and can be directly incorporated into
a fabric garment for stylish designs without sacrifice of comfort, suggesting
great potential in smart textiles or wearable electronics.

Forthcoming smart textiles (also known as E-textiles), where
various electronic components such as mechanically sensitive sensors,[1] electronic skin,[2] flexible transistors,[3] energyharvesting and storage devices,[4] stretchable electronics[5] are
integrated in yarns, fabrics, or garments, have attracted considerable interest. Wearable pressure or strain sensors, which
can “feel” and respond to environmental stimuli, are essential
components of E-textiles. Their preliminary applications have
been explored for biomonitoring of physiological signals, textile
keyboards, and touch-pads, etc. For E-textiles, pressure sensors
are required to be highly sensitive (especially in the low-pressure range), flexible, comfortable, lightweight, breathable, or
washable. The majority of state-of-art pressure-sensing devices
are rigid silicon-based strain sensors fabricated by the microelectromechanical systems techniques, which can hardly meet
these requirements due to their stiffness, low sensitivity, and
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Figure 1. The fabrication of textile-based pressure sensors. a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure of textile pressure sensors. b,c) SEM
images of a Ni-coated finger electrode on the textile. d,e) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the morphology of CNT coating on the cotton
fabric at different magnification. f) A photograph showing the bendability of the textile sensor. j) Different conductive drawings fabricated on polyester
fabrics. g–i) LEDs lit by a DC source through knotted (g), rolled (h), and bent (i) textile conductive circuits. The scale bars are 1 mm for (b), 3 µm for
(c), and 500 nm for the inset in (c). The scale bars are 500 µm for (d), 100 µm for (e), and 1 µm for the inset in (e).

(1000 cycles) and a fast response time (≈24 ms) and low detection limit (2 Pa). Meanwhile, the fabricated textile pressure
sensor could be attached on human skin to detect various
forces and vibrations, and monitor real-time pulse wave with
low power consumption (<6 µW). In addition, tactile sensor
arrays were successfully fabricated and directly incorporated
into a fabric garment for pressure mapping.
The pressure-sensing device for wearable E-textiles should
be versatile for fashionable and comfortable designs. Figure 1a
illustrates the fabrication procedure of the all textile-based pressure sensor. As shown schematically in Figure 1a, commercial
polyester textile sealed with Kapton tapes on both sides undergoes laser scribing to form mask with desired patterns. The
intensity of the laser is controlled to cut through the top Kapton
layer but not damage the textile underneath. The polyester textile with Kapton mask then undergoes the electroless deposition (ELD) of conformal Ni coating with a method as we previ-
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ously reported.[4a] After removing the Kapton mask, two Ni electrodes with interdigitated configuration are coated on the textile
substrate. Then, a piece of cotton textile dip-coated with CNTs
is placed on top of the Ni-coated interdigitated electrodes, followed by covering a thin 3M VHB 9469 (typically acrylate polymers) film for encapsulation. With the mask-aided ELD coating
method, a clear gap between two adjacent Ni finger electrodes
can be observed and the woven feature of the pristine fabric is
maintained (see Figure 1b). At higher magnification, Ni nanoparticles wrapping up the polyester fiber can be observed (see
the inset in Figure 1c). Figure 1d,e is the SEM images of the
CNTs-coated cotton fabric, showing that the CNT coating is
uniform and each individual cotton fiber is decorated with a
layer of percolated CNT networks (see the inset in Figure 1e;
and Figure S1, Supporting Information). As both the Ni and
CNT coatings are thin, the final pressure sensor maintains the
mechanical flexibility of pristine textiles, as confirmed by a bent
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textile sensor in Figure 1f. For the bottom interdigitated electrodes, finger electrodes width is 0.8 mm and insulating gaps
width is 0.4 mm (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information
for the size of the interdigitated textile).
The hierarchical, porous nanostructure of both CNT fabric
and nanoparticle-coated Ni textiles provides large surface area,
sufficient roughness and elasticity to “feel” the variation of contact resistance when pressure is loaded. Applying an external
pressure would cause a small deformation of the porous structures and hence an increase in the contact area between the
top CNT fabric bridge and the bottom Ni textile electrodes.
Such an increase in the contact area will lead to more conductive pathways between CNTs and Ni film, so the current will
increase when increasing the applied pressure, as schematically
shown in Figure 1a. A constant voltage of 0.2 V is applied to
the bottom Ni interdigitated fabric such that current will flow
through each contact tips between the CNTs and Ni coatings,
with each tip equivalent to a resistor in the parallel circuit (see
Figure S3, Supporting Information). The variation in the contact resistance is majorly responsible for the textile sensor’s
response to the applied external pressure.[16b]
This mask-assisted ELD method is able to coat the wavy fabric
with various conductive patterns, and could be promising for
applications in textile circuits. For demonstration, a series of conductive drawings were fabricated on a polyester fabric (a flower, a
tree, an English word of “textile,” triangle arrays, rectangle lines),
as shown in Figure 1j. Due to the high conductivity of metal film,
the sheet resistance of the Ni textile was measured to be only
about 0.7 Ohm sq−1. The Ni-conductive electrode can be bent at
curvature radius of 20 mm for 2000 cycles by a linear motor to

confirm the mechanical flexibility and durability. The conductivity of the conductive fabrics shows no obvious degradation
(see Figure S4, Supporting Information). Microelectronic devices,
such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were successfully fabricated
on the porous textile surfaces. Figure 1g–i shows that commercial LED cells adhered onto various Ni-coated conductive textiles
(see the connecting details between the LED and conductive textile in Figure S5, Supporting Information) can be lighted by a DC
current source even at knotted (Figure 1g) or rolled (Figure 1h)
conditions. In addition, we designed another pattern on a polyester fabric in the form of four letters, i.e., “BINN,” as shown in
Figure 1e. Each letter is composed of two parallel lines of Ni with
LED cells attached. The images of shining LEDs with different
colors under bending indicate that all connections were stable.
This mask-assisted deposition route is also applicable to several
different textile substrates. Various patterns with clear interstitials were successfully fabricated on nylon fabrics as well (see
Figure S6a, Supporting Information). Figure S6b–h shows lineand-space patterns on the rugged textile substrate. Our method
makes it possible to fabricate lines with a minimum gap size of
300 µm, and a minimum linewidth of 300 µm (see Figure S6,
Supporting Information). These dimensions are sufficiently small
for the attachment of commercial electronic components.[24]
To explore the pressure responses of the presented sensor, we
measured the current responses to different pressures applied
on the device. The I–V curves at different pressures indicate
that the response of our device to static pressure is steady and
the resistance (slope of I–V curves) under each applied pressure is constant (see Figure 2a). The sensitivity of the pressure
sensor is defined as S = δ(∆I/I0)/δP, where ∆I is the relative

Figure 2. Evaluation of electromechanical performances. a) I–V curves of the sensor with applied various pressures. b) Recorded current variation
(ΔI/I0)–pressure relationship of three pressure sensors with different amount of CNT coatings. c) Plot of current profiles as a function of time at different pressures applied on the device. d) The durability test under a pressure of 2800 Pa. e) Sensor performance before and after 900 cycles of bending.
The inset is a photograph of the bent sensor. f) Sensitivity of our textile-based sensor in comparison with previously reported pressure sensors made
of hierarchical graphene on PET,[27] polymer transistors on PI,[7a] AuNWs paper on PDMS,[26] pyramid structure on PET,[12] and TESMs on PET.[10c]
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change in current, I0 is current without applied pressure, and
P is the applied pressure. The sensitivities were obtained for
the textile sensor with cotton fabrics with 15 cycles of CNTs
coatings, i.e., 14.4 kPa−1 for pressure below 3.5 kPa and
7.8 kPa−1 for 3.5–15 kPa (see Figure 2b).
Figure 2c shows representative current profiles (∆I/I0) of the
textile sensor at four different pressures. After ≈1000 cycles of
repeated loading–unloading under a pressure of 2.9 kPa, the
current profiles show no obvious degradation (see Figure 2d),
confirming that the performance of the textile sensor is stable
for long-term service. In addition, the current responses and the
input pressure waves matched well under a pressure of 1.6 kPa
(see Figure S7, Supporting Information). The textile sensor is
also highly flexible since all the components are based on soft
textiles. Furthermore, after repeated bending for over 900 cycles
at 25 mm of curvature radius by a linear motor, the performance of the device shows negligible variation (Figure 2e),
further confirming its mechanical stability and durability. The
inset optical image in Figure 2e shows the bent textile pressure
sensor fixed on a linear motor.
Textiles can be intrinsically stretched on account of the fact
that woven (wavy) structure can be extended in different directions.[25] Uniaxial tensile tests were performed to evaluate the
mechanical properties of the pristine textile, Ni-coated textile,
and the textile sensor (Figure S8, Supporting Information).
Optical images of the device at initial state (0% strain) and
stretched state (strain ε = 3.7%) were showed in Figure S8a
(Supporting Information). The sensor and Ni-coated textile
showed an ultimate failure strain ε = 5.2% at a stress of 51.6
and 46.2 MPa, respectively (Figure S8b, Supporting Information). The tests also showed that the device and Ni-coated textile were about 144% and 129% stronger than pristine textile.
In addition to the bending tolerance, the textile sensors can
tolerate certain degree of linear strain (Figure S9, Supporting
Information). After 5 cycles of repeated cyclic stretching to
strain ε = 3.7%, the device shows stable mechanical performance (Figure S9a, Supporting Information). Meanwhile, after
the cyclic loading, the sensitivity of the device shows negligible
variation (Figure S9b, Supporting Information).
Figure 2f compares the sensitivity obtained in this work with
that of pressure sensors reported in the literature. The sensitivity of our approach is generally higher than or comparable
with that of pressure sensors with structure of dip-coating Aunanowire tissue paper,[26] interlocking nanofibers on PDMS
substrate (1.14–11.45 kPa−1),[22] polymer transistors on PI
(8.4 kPa−1),[7a] triboelectric sensor matrices (TESMs) on PET,[10b]
pyramid microstructured PDMS film on PET[12] and hierarchical graphene (HIE and HIE-LM) on PET (14 kPa−1)[27] and
those reported in most of previous literatures[28] (see Table S1,
Supporting Information). We attribute the high sensitivity of
our device to the abundant contact interface area of the top CNT
fabric with hierarchical nanostructures and bottom textile interdigitated electrodes with Ni nanoparticle coatings.[9a,24b] Most
bottom electrode of resistive skin sensors are based on photolithographic metal, indium tin oxide (ITO), graphene, CNT, or
conductive-polymer electrode on flat substrates. Compared to
flat substrates, the wavy textile woven from numerous microfibers can supply more contact area between the top and bottom
electrodes, and therefore achieved high sensitivity.
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Due to the high sensitivity and flexibility of the textile pressure sensor, it was employed to detect finger gestures, hand
gestures, and acoustic vibrations. A textile pressure sensor is
attached to the curvy skin of an index finger. Once the finger
is bent, the contact area between the bottom Ni electrodes and
top CNT-coated cotton fabric will increase, leading to the raise
in the current correspondingly (see Figure 3a). The current
can further increase with the enlargement of bending angles.
In addition to bending forces, our pressure sensor can also be
used to detect the pressing (Figure 3b), twisting (Figure 3c),
and stretching (Figure S10b, Supporting Information) forces.
In general, hysteresis of the electrical signal during loading/
unloading is one of the critical issues for physical sensors.
Sensing performance based on conductive rubber are easily
limited by hysteresis effect.[7a,28a] By switching the state of
loading and unloading, few hundred milliseconds are needed
to recover the device from stretching/bending state to initial
state (Figure S10, Supporting Information).
Thanks to the high sensitivity, our pressure sensor could be
also applied to detect acoustic vibrations. To demonstrate such
a capability, we attached our sensor to a thin film and positioned them close to a speaker (see Figure 3d). Interestingly,
with the speaker turned on, the tiny vibrational forces from
music could be accurately recorded. As the speaker turned
off, the responding current gradually returned to the initial
state (see Figure 3e). In addition, the sensor can be attached
to a guitar for tiny vibration recognition (see Figure S11, Supporting Information). Figure 3f shows that a textile sensor was
attached onto skin of the neck to noninvasively monitor pressure difference of the muscle movement during speech. As
shown in Figure 3g, the device exhibited high sensitivity and
distinct current curves when the speaker said different words
and phrases such as “Textile,” “Pressure sensor,” and “Go,”
respectively. Interestingly, the current decreased during the
detection of vibration, vocal signals, and signals from speaker
and musical instruments; while the output current signals
increased from pressing, bending, twisting of the sensors,
which is in accordance with the previous studies.[19b,29] In
general, compared with the loading forces of pressing/bending/
twisting, the acoustic and vocal signals always accompany with
high-frequency vibrating, which make a tendency to separate
the top and bottom textile electrode with each other, as the soft
textile substrates cannot deform at high frequency accordingly.
The current signals decrease with less contact area between the
two electrodes. As for dynamic mechanical force of pressing/
bending/twisting at low frequency, the two textile electrodes can
respond and recover in time, leading to the current increase.
Figure 3h shows the image of a model hand with pressure
sensors on four fingertips connected with textile conductive
interconnects. Using mask-assisted deposition method, interdigitated electrodes pattern on fingertip and interconnects
pattern on palm were successfully fabricated on a single textile substrate. Integration of four pressure sensors creates a
wearable sensor platform to detect the motion of the hand, as
shown in Figure 3i. Our device could detect and distinguish
the motion of each finger (the index, middle, ring, and little
finger) individually and precisely, and the output of each gestures (holding all fingers straight, stretching the index finger
and middle finger into a V sign, shaking hands, and holding
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Figure 3. Real-time detection of different mechanical forces and sounds using the textile sensor. a) Optical images and corresponding current signal
of a wearable sensor conformally attached on the skin of a bent finger. b,c) Photograph images and current signal responding to dynamic mechanical
forces: b) pressing, c) twisting. d,e) Schematic illustration and real-time current signal responding to acoustic vibrations from a piece of music.
f,g) Photograph images of device attached to body neck and real-time current signal responding to different words. h) Photograph of an artificial hand
covered by textile pressure sensors on different fingers. i) Real-time current signal in response to various hand motions. j) Current signal in response
to hand shaking with different pressures. The inset pictures show that a LED cell is turned on when the hands are touched, and the luminescence
intensity indicates the pressure of hand shaking. The operating voltage is 3 V.

a pencil or beaker) could be measured to assess the hand gestures. As for pressure sensors, previous works have focused
on the optimization of device interfaced with an electronic
readout, whereas user interfaces based on a human-readable
output have seldom been explored.[30] A user-interactive pressure-sensor device which provides a real-time visual response
through a LED cell adhered to the textile electrode is shown in
Figure S12 (Supporting Information). The device was attached
on the index finger with pressure sensing area on the fingertip.
Figure 3j depicted current response to hand shaking with different pressures. The red LED cell is turned on instantaneous
when the two hands touched, and the intensity of the luminescence faithfully indicates the magnitude of the applied pressure
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of hand shaking. These demonstrations suggest that our device
is flexible, wearable, highly sensitive in the low-pressure range,
and facile for integration of more sensing components in a
comfortable smart textile.[2c]
Our all-textile pressure sensor is wearable and could be
applied for healthcare monitor. One sensor was attached to
the artery of a wrist for real-time monitoring the physical
force of the pulse beat (see Figure 4a). The fast response
time (18–24 ms) and high sensitivity of the pressure sensor
provide high resolution to obtain the detailed pulse wave.
Figure 4b shows a record of radial artery pressure wave consist of three component waves: percussion wave, tidal wave,
and diastolic wave.[31] Such data can be used to derive the radial
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Figure 4. Real-time pulse wave and small strain sensing performance. a) Photograph of a textile pressure sensor attached on the wrist for detection
of wrist pulses. b) Original signals of the physical force of radial artery. c,d) Optical image and current curve of our textile sensor pressed by a small
leaf. e) Morse code for four letters, i.e., “BINN” produced by touching the sensors.

augmentation index (AIr), defined as P2/P1 in Figure 4b, which
is related to arterial stiffness (useful information for diagnosing
vascular aging).[7a]
The detection pressure limit and response/relaxation time
of the pressure sensor were also analyzed in Figure 4c,d. The
pressure sensor immediately responded to a little leaf pressure of 2 Pa, with response time of 18 ms and a delay of 24 ms
under a supplied voltage of 0.2 V. Higher pressure of 2.9 kPa is
responded by the pressure sensor immediately with response
time of 24 ms and a delay of 30 ms (see Figure S13, Supporting
Information). The low detection limit, short response time, and
small energy consumption are remarkable better or comparable
with several representative previous studies, including those
using Au-nanowire-coated tissue paper (13 Pa, 17 ms, and
1.5 V), and micropyramidal conductive composite array (23 Pa,
200 ms, and 0.2 V)[9a,26] (see Table S1, Supporting Information).
In addition, we inputted Morse code by touching the surface of
the sensor device, and the curves of the current responses correspond to four characters, i.e., “BINN” (see Figure 4e).
To test the feasibility of tactile sensing for smart textiles, it
is desirable to build our sensors into a textile sensing array to
spatially map resolved pressure information. Figure 5a schematically describes the 4 × 4 pixels sensing arrays (each is
4.5 × 4.5 mm2) on rugged textile substrate. The mask-aided
deposition method was used to pattern bottom electrodes
with interdigitated geometry and interconnecting Ni wires
(see details in Figure S14, Supporting Information). Next, we
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sandwiched CNT-coated fabric as top electrode and VHB thin
film as encapsulation. This sensing array is flexible can be easily
sewed onto a cloth, and can be bent or twisted (see Figure 5b).
Figure 5c shows that the sensing array can be conformally
attached onto human wrist, and the contact points touched by
two fingers were identified (see Figure 5d). When a Z-shaped
acrylic plate was placed on the sensor arrays (Figure 5e), the
output current intensity can literally represent the touching
area, as shown in Figure 5f. Moreover, motion trajectory can
be monitored using the pressure-sensing array. When an index
finger moves along the surface of sensing array (Figure 5g–i),
the motion paths could be clearly tracked (Figure 5j–l).
In summary, we have reported a versatile and facile approach
to highly sensitive and flexible textile pressure sensors and
sensing arrays. By the combination of mask-assisted Ni-coating
and CNT fabric, our method allows for the fabrication of pressure sensors and multipixel arrays directly on cloth without the
use of conventional wafer-based technologies. The resulting
all-textile pressure sensors achieve high sensitivity (14.4 kPa−1),
stable cycling performances (1000 cycles), a fast response time
(≈24 ms), low power consumption (<6 µW), and mechanical
stability under harsh deformations. The devices can act as part
of human skin or clothing to detect various external pressures,
human activities, and even real-time monitoring of pulse wave.
These remarkable features endow our device capabilities of
facile integration with other functional devices (e.g., LED cells)
for human-readable user-interactive interfaces. Based on the
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Figure 5. Pressure mapping and trajectory monitoring by the textile-based pressure sensing array. a) Schematic description of a sensor array with
4 × 4 pixels. b) Photographs of the sensor array sewed on a garment, under bending and twisting. c) A photograph of the sensor array attached on
the wrist with touched by two fingers and d) corresponding mapping of the pressure distribution. e,f) A photograph of the sensing array pressed with
a Z-shaped acrylic plate (e) and the corresponding current signals of the 16 pixels (f). g–l) Schematic illustrations of the movement of index finger
moved over the device (g–i) and corresponding pressure mapping (j–l). The scale bars are 1 cm for (b), (c), and (e).

low-cost fabrication, high performance, flexibility, and humanfriendly characteristics, we have presented a route to pressure sensors with great promise in smart textiles or wearable
electronics.

Experimental Section
Fabrication of Flexible Pattern and Circuit on Textile: Polyester/nylon
textile was first thoroughly cleaned by abundant acetone, alcohol, and
deionized (DI) water with a bath sonicator, respectively. Subsequently,
both sides of the textile were covered with commercial Kapton tape
tightly. A computer-controlled commercial CO2 laser cutter system
was then used to scribe the Kapton into predesigned patterns without
damaging the sandwiched textile. Ni was then deposited on the textile
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substrate with the aid of the mask via electroless plating similar to the
previous report.[32]
Fabrication of CNT-Coated Fabric and Sensor Fabrication: The CNT ink
was prepared by dispersing 1.6 mg mL−1 single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) in water with 10 mg mL−1 sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate
as surfactant by 1 h sonication.[33] Then a cotton textile was dipped into
the black SWNT ink and dried for 15 cycles, leading to a piece of uniform
black fabric with a sheet resistance of 75.4 kΩ sq−1. The sample was then
washed with deionized (DI) water and dried in a vacuum oven. Then,
the bottom Ni electrode was sealed with the CNT-coated fabric and VHB
thin film.
Fabrication of Flexible Multipixel Arrays: The CNT-coated fabric was
cut by a computer-controlled commercial CO2 laser cutter system and
then integrated in a 4 × 4 pixel arrays of interdigitated textile pixels and
sandwiched between a VHB thin film, leading to large-area, patterned
pressure sensors.
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Characterization: The current intensity was measured by an
electrochemical work station (CHI 760E) and a Keithley electrometer
6514. A LabVIEW controlled digital source meter (Keithley 2450) was
used to measure the I–t curves in real-time. The SEM images were
collected using a Hitachi SU8200. A step motor (Linmot E1100) was
used to test the mechanical stability of the device.

Supporting Information
Supporting information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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